FIND YOUR ELEMENT WITH AMARI VANG VIENG

Occupying a picturesque spot between Vientiane and Luang Prabang in the south-eastern country of Laos is
Vang Vieng. Once a sleepy stopover town between two historic trading posts, Vang Vieng has grown into a hub
for the nature lover and those seeking a holiday off the beaten track. Amari Vang Vieng serves as the perfect
base to explore this luscious countryside.
Set along the Nam Song River and surrounded by dramatic limestone mountains, Amari Vang Vieng offers the
Amari signatures for a comfortable stay, whilst keeping with the standards of an international hotel. Designed
to meet the needs of the modern traveller, the room and hotel interior spaces are inspired by its natural
surroundings or the “Elements of Vang Vieng”; “water” represented by the meandering Nam Song River, “earth”
from the limestone karst mountains towering nearby, “wood” from the lush green forests enveloping the town
and “energy”, reflective of the unique sense of tranquillity in Vang Vieng, juxtaposed with the myriad activities
and adventures to discover.
Featuring 160 rooms ranging from Superior, Deluxe and One Bedroom Suites to the Executive One Bedroom
Suite, the rooms and suites at Amari Vang Vieng
offer a choice of city or mountain views, each with
the “Elements of Vang Vieng” highlighted through
the decor, colours and materials.
A journey is not complete without exploring the
tastes, along with the sights. Amari Vang Vieng is
right in the heart of town and guests can venture
out to enjoy the local cuisine and bars. For those
wanting to stay closer to their home base, Essence
is Amari Vang Vieng’s all-day dining restaurant
which draws inspiration from the street foods of
Asia. Guests can enjoy local Laotian cuisine along
with Thai and other international dishes whilst gazing at the scenery. Essence is the perfect spot to start a day
of adventures or unwind at sundown. For a little afternoon pick-me-up, guests can head to Cascade, serving
delicious coffee and scrumptious baked goods and light snacks.

Amari Vang Vieng provides the ultimate relaxation at its Breeze Spa, featuring the brand’s signature mood
based massages to help the guest choose the right treatment. Other facilities at Amari Vang Vieng include an
outdoor free- form swimming pool, a well-equipped Fit Centre to help guests keep up with their workout
routine and a Kids’ Club to help occupy the little ones throughout the day with a play area and scheduled
supervised activities.
###
About Amari
The Amari collection of hotels and resorts by ONYX Hospitality Group brings to life a contemporary
re-imagining of Thailand’s rich cultural roots and the influence of its dynamic creativity to locations both near
and far. Each property in the Amari portfolio highlights the textures and flavours of its unique setting through
architecture, design, art, cuisine and service complemented by touches of contemporary Thai-ness. Amari’s
network of properties spans Thailand and beyond, from scenic seaside locations to vibrant urban settings,
including Hua Hin, Pattaya, Phuket, Krabi, Koh Samui, Bangkok, Buriram, Dhaka, Maldives, Johor Bahru, Galle,
Vang Vieng and Yangshuo. Visit w
 ww.amari.com
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